Innovative Construction Camera Solutions
Advanced Network Camera Technology

EarthCam is the leader in professional webcam services and provides a comprehensive line of camera technology to monitor, document and promote projects of all sizes.

**Time-Lapse Cameras**
Jobsite documentation

- GigapixelCam X10
- 24 MegapixelCam

**Live Streaming Cameras**
Jobsite monitoring

- ConstructionCam HD
- Mobile TrailerCam

**Camera Options**
Flexible and ready for any location

- Solar Energy
- Wireless Networks

Not all “megapixel” cameras are created equal
EarthCam’s DSLR format is far superior (12x larger sensor) and includes many unique features

- EarthCam’s Image Sensor
- Competitors’
- Professional Lenses
- Maintenance-Free Wiper
- On-Board Image Backup
- Smart Data

How EarthCam creates its impressive 360º panoramas

Thousands of extremely detailed close-up images are captured using a powerful zoom lens and ultra-precise robotic base

The high resolution megapixel images are then auto-stitched and blended into cinematic 360º panoramas

---

Call 800-EARTHCAM for a LIVE Demo __________ International: +1-201-488-1111
Innovative Software as a Service

Empower users and improve productivity with feature-rich software. Gain access to proven capabilities for reducing the cost and complexity of managing your own webcam solution.

User Controllable 360° Live Video
Daily Auto-Generated Panoramas
HD Archives
Image Comparison
Markup Tools
Current & Historical Weather Data
Photography Documentation
Mobile App
Email, Save & Share
Marketing Dashboard
Social Media Integration

Call 800-EARTHCAM for a LIVE Demo International: +1-201-488-1111
Professional Managed Services

EarthCam maintains the industry’s largest IT staff with experienced technicians, certified installers and qualified trainers. We pride ourselves on quality support from start to finish.

Save time and money with EarthCam’s expert services

EarthCam’s engineers ensure optimal camera placement to deliver the highest quality images. Our proven standards assure you of consistent, superior installations that provide the foundation for the camera’s reliability and availability. Our Technical Support Team provides continuous customer service to effectively monitor and manage your webcam network. EarthCam’s team of professionals is with you every step of the way, providing site surveys, service calls and on-site staff training by local, hands-on technicians.

Consulting & Engineering
Certified Installation
Full Service Maintenance

Quality Control
On-Site Photography
Support & Training

Call 800-EARTHCAM for a LIVE Demo  
International: +1-201-488-1111
Marketing and Social Media Promotion

Engage your customers with interactive webpages and mobile apps that generate positive public awareness. Share milestones and promote progress with our easy-to-use tools.

Think all webcam technology companies are the same? Think again.

EarthCam's Website Development Team has the skills to create a powerful online presence that you can also incorporate into multiple social media platforms. EarthCam is uniquely qualified to deliver the right webcam and interactive content to support your marketing efforts. Promote pride and excitement about your quality work to employees, potential customers and the community. At the end of your project, rely on EarthCam's award-winning producers and editors, who have created time-lapse videos enjoyed by millions, to transform your jobsite images into a professional, broadcast quality work of art.

Call 800-EARTHCAM for a LIVE Demo

International: +1-201-488-1111
"The best thing you’ll watch all day"
-Huffington Post

"Thanks to the folks at EarthCam you can see exactly how much progress construction workers made in this amazing time-lapse video"
-Anderson Cooper, CNN

"Site of the day"
-New York Times

"Amazing time-lapse video"
-CBS Television

"The most appealing ... and visually arresting"
-Construction Week Middle East

"Gorgeous ... remarkable time-lapse"
-United Press International

"Mesmerizing HD video ... released today by the fine folks at EarthCam"
-Gothamist

"A man with a webcam created one of the most moving time-lapses of all time"
-Guff

"Truly inspiring"
-CNET

"Stunning time-lapse"
-Mashable

"EarthCam illustrates the entire project in 80 seconds and it’s awesome"
-The Daily Beast

"Epic construction time-lapse ... rather triumphant ... like an action movie"
-Curbed SF

"Amazing time-lapse ... we couldn’t stop watching"
-Fast Company